Dr. Craig Woodson
Residency Description
Overview
Dr. Woodson's residency experience brings a combination of his assemblies and
workshop programs into a school for more than one day. The residency's theme is
based one of his assemblies in conjunction with the needs of teachers' ongoing
curriculum. Following the opening assemblies, there are instrument-making workshops
for each participating class and culmination assemblies at the end. The residency can
last from one day to one week or more, depending on the number of students and types
of activities required. Dr. Woodson offers a free residency teacher in-service as a way to
provide details on academic content standards and follow-up activities.
Opening Assembly
Dr. Woodson's 'A World Orchestra You Can Build' shows how to use common tools and
recycled materials to build twelve simple musical instruments based on ideas from
Africa, Asia, the Middle East, Europe, and the Americas. With controlled audience
participation, students try ancient sounds like a cheek drum, hair pluck, and lip buzz. He
then assembles homemade versions of world instruments like a Chinese violin, a
German bugle, an African "thumb piano," and a Middle Eastern square drum. Dr.
Woodson closes by conducting selected students and teachers on stage performing in a
fun-filled improvisation.
Student Workshops
Under Dr. Woodson's entertaining direction, each student makes a grade-appropriate
instrument turning common items into instruments the way children do in other
countries. During the construction process, students decorate their instrument,
compose and perform music; selected children conduct their own music with the
classroom orchestra. Several instruments are called 'composites' which include several
families of sound in one, others are a single instrument representing a particular world
culture.
The instruments by grade level are as follows:
K. Shaker/Horn/Spoon/Bonker - a set of grade-appropriate instruments
that introduces fun musical content (AB form, stop/go conducting, reading
musical shapes/improvising), science (moving/still, soft/loud, noise/pitch),
and world cultures (Africa, Indonesia, South America).
1. The Drumpet - a multiple or ‘composite’ musical instrument (drum,
trumpet and more) that contains an example of the four families of
instrumental sounds: string, air, drum, and idiophone. It also represents five
major cultural areas of the world: Europe, Africa, Asia, Middle East and the
Americas.
2. Shamisen composite - a Japanese plucked lute, also a combination
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instrument that includes a shaker, square drum and flute. Like the Drumpet
it also represents the four families of sound, but these contrast and illustrate
the variety of types within each family.
3. Xylophone - based on the simple xylophones that children make in
countries like Thailand (Ranat ek) and Ghana (Balaphon), this melodic
instrument comes with a beater and can be played solo or in a group.
Children learn how sand wood and find ways to make the best sound.
4. Violin composite - a violin that is also a shaker, horn, guitar, and drum
brings the music of several world cultures together in a single instrument.
These include the bowed erhu from China, ganza from Brazil, didjeridu
from Australia, and naqqara, a kettle drum from Turkey.
5. Drums - From a Lakota frame drum African talking
drums, many types are available for 4-8th graders. Made
with the traditional form and sound but with modern
materials these are durable easy to assemble.
Teacher Workshop
In order to work more closely with teachers during the
residency, Dr. Woodson offers a free professional
development workshop. Those with or without musical background learn practical
activities for immediate general classroom use and can share their ideas for application
of the residency content to the curriculum. Dr. Woodson ties his approach to the broad
academic content areas of science, math, reading, diversity, history, art and music.
Teachers learn simple but effective classroom management skills and how to
incorporate his techniques in future lessons.
Culmination Assembly
Students, teachers, staff and if possible parents come together in
an exciting yet educational review of the residency in the
Culmination Assembly. After opening with a short initial jam
session, Dr. Woodson interviews volunteers from each class to
present their instruments. He then makes all of the instruments in
rapid succession showing fascinating extensions of each
instrument. Along with a surprise guest conductor he conducts a
composition for the audience orchestra, or 'audestra' using large
note cards shown on stage. The assembly closes with a final
'facilitated' jam session and rhythmic exit from the auditorium.
For more information contact:
Craig Woodson, Ph.D.
Ethnomusic, Inc.
17950 Geauga Lake Road
Chagrin Falls, Ohio 44023-2210

440-725-8767 cell
440-543-2963 phone/fax
woodsonphd@gmail.com
www.EthnomusicInc.com
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